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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2337 171 West Tamar H’way Trevallyn Hare: Inlet

Inlet’s “ Upset the Neighbourhood Run “

Fact or fiction you had to be on the run to know
Weather:: Quite Mild for a Spring Evening.... “ No Rain “

Pack:::: Was it 15!!! Enough Noise for 25!!! Without Counting the “ Sludge Arses”
Inlet arrived on foot up the Drive carrying an empty bucket of flour right on 6.30PM. the instructions were you will
need a Torch , Gumboots and a cut lunch , nothing about where to start the Run.... ohh yes at the Fish and Chips
Shop!!! By the way treat where your going with Respect was his last message.
So through the Paddock next to Sheilas House to a call on the Highway heading to the Bottom Road. A check at Allowah Street saw Bendover & Fingers find it straight away heading towards town via the Fitness Track .... oops the
pack front buggers saying as an FT was found. No worries said Slomo who was actually catching up all we need is follow the track back and so it was to Tailrace Park. Abba headed towards the River Loop but to no avail it just went
around the Tailrace and onto Inlet’s side of the River with Derbs standing on the Bank awaiting the Pack as he was a
late comer!!The late comers loop worked BUT the only thing all night that did. So Derbs and Bugs headed behind Inlet;’s house and onto Freeland Crescent most of the Pack together now.
A DOUBLE ARROW on the top of a Driveway had the Hashers heading into someone’s yard but NO it was a SHARED
DRIVEWAY and half the Pack ended up in unknown territory ... then the Fireworks began,
With Matey Boy and his Partner abusing all the Hashers for being in his yard!! Inlet’s Neighbour came out due to the
Noise and quickly led the Pack onto the Golf Course... he then messaged Inlet to advise of the situation and have a
good laugh. The Run headed along behind the houses on the Golf Course with the fun just about to begin. Now
banned from Inlet’s house for pissing in the pond and murdering possums the boys could not help themselves. Well
just “ One “. A certain retired Hasher focussed his Headlight on a Possum headed towards it and gave it a King Hit
that any Boxer would be proud of!!! Derbs was laughing as this situation was true to his heart as other Hashers started a Count Out, Bugsy said I don’t think he will get up he is out with concussion ...he won’t be playing any finals....he
could be out for weeks!!
So the trail continued,, all the Headlamps were showing the way over little bridges and across fairways all was going
to plan THEN the trail ran out well it didn’t but none of the Pack could find it so AWAY from the Perimeter Fences
and out into the Golf Course proper and thus with Headlamps Glaring the Officials came swooping echoing the
thought of cars on the Fairways , Fingers was astounded he was taking the brunt of the abuse a second time .... with
no SPOKES PERSON to do some intelligent negotiating the pack disintegrated leaving just a few to dribble about a
stuff up.
So while the run then headed out of the Golf Course over the well placed “ STYLES “ the Hashers exited in whatever
way they could find with ‘ Tails Between Their Legs”!!. Pash was eager to get back and collect the CASH, some off the
others keen for a drink.... the Trail in fact went through the Primary School around the Lake at the High School and
no where near the Riverside Swimming Pool !!!!! So no one was going to get wet feet as the exit from the Lake went
beside the High School on more neighbours fence lines to finish at the Underpass where an ON HOME was found.....
Inlet was unable to find out how many Hashers found this point as his phone was running hot with messages of upset people, including neighbours, RSPCA, Parks & Wildlife and the GRASS GROOMERS at the Golf Club. Inlet thought
it was “ RUN of The Year “, the Pack reckons it will be the “ Cock and Balls “ !! Just a short sprint home but the Pack
was still over the One Hour Rule and Hashers were quick to abuse Inlet for all the frolics....... Inlet had already put
things into motion advising the many callers to take it up with Blackey the GM who incidentally was not a participant
on the Run. The bonus was Inlet had a lovely fire courtesy of Sheila’s wood and NO Possum Fur, Cold Beer and a
huge laugh. A Great Nite was all about to start for the Riverside School.

ON ON:
Back at Sheilas two weeks in a row has the Summerhill based Trail Master forgotten his election promise
“I will Keep runs out of Riverside”. Will he be sent to the back bench like most of Malcolm Turnbulls mates. The Hare Inlet is walking around with his tail between his legs after getting several phone calls and
text’s from his mate Malcolm Campbell wanting to know why he sent the pack through his next door
neighbours yard to access the golf course. The neighbours have called the police as has the golf course
caretaker, talk about F@ck up’s. Inlet is sure to take out the Cock & Balls trophy for 2108. Inlet soon regains his composure when the last Hasher Goblet returns. Was Inlet concerned for Goblets fate, was he in
the police wagon on his way to the Launceston headquarters, no he couldn’t have given a toss. Inlet
makes the most of Sheila’s hospitality burning metre after metre of next years winters fire wood. ….The
Monk has announced there will be extra raffle prizes on offer tonight has he forgotten he should be running the raffle in profit not loss. The J.M will need to dish out some accounting basics. Inlet advises we are
still barred from Benson Court maybe there will be a run from there next year.

On Downs:
Inlet: The Hare
Hash Pash: Lost property lost a lens out of his glasses Sheila found it cleaning up his yard.

The Wayward Kiwi [Sheep Dip] Rigged Raffle:
Sheila: Bottle Bundy, the Monk has lost his marbles no profit tonight.
Electric Eric: Bottle wine
Thumbs: Bottle wine
Goblet: Meat tray

Hashers where did
my brother go???

The AFL run will be on Saturday 22nd September 29
Holmes Court, Bridport
Run starts at 3:30 PM

There is heaps of room for caravans, campers, tents and swags.
People are welcome to arrive Friday if they want to make a
weekend of it. BYO food and alcohol for Friday evening to Saturday after completion of the run. The run will commence at
3.30pm on the Saturday. After the run there will be copious
amounts of beer and enough cheezels for all of Bridport!

.

The 2018 Committee The Committee that “Doesn’t Compromise on giving less ”
GM: Blakey JM: Slomo, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Sheep Dip Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Thumbs, Lip: Loggy, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 4h September 26 Morley Rd Trevallyn. Hare: Tyles

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 6th September 266 St Leonards rd Hare : XXX
Joke of the Week
The Politician's wife
Natalie Joyce and Barnaby’s media adviser Vikki Campion were having one of those girl to girl
talks Natalie says to Vikki, "You're lucky that you don't have to put up with men having sex with
you. I have to put up with Barnaby , and there is no telling where he last had his pecker." Vikki
responded. "Just because I am considered ugly, doesn't mean I don't have to fight off unwelcome
sexual advances." Natalie asks, "Well how do you deal with the problem?" Vikki: "Whenever I feel
that a guy is getting ready to make a pass at me, I muster all my might and squeeze out the loudest, nastiest, fart I can." And believe me, that takes the wind out of his sails, so to speak! Natalie
was impressed and thank Vikki for her sage advice and hurried home. Well, that night, Barnaby
was already in bed with the lights out when Natalie headed for bed. She could hear him start to
stir, and knew that he would be wanting some action. She had been saving her farts all day, and
was ready for him. She tenses up her butt cheeks and forces out the most disgusting sounding
fart you could imagine. Barnaby rolls over and says, "Is that you Vikki
Bells
Twelve monks were about to be ordained. The final test was for them to line up nude, in a garden while a nude model danced before them. Each monk had a small bell attached to his privates, and they were told that anyone whose bell rang would not be ordained because he had not
reached a state of purity. The model danced before the first monk candidate, with no reaction.
She proceeded down the line with the same response, until
she got to the final monk. As she danced, his bell rang so
loudly it fell off and clattered to the ground. Embarrassed,
he bent down to pick up the bell, and all the other bells
went off

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
That woman who
lives next to the
Golf Course was
shitty Inlet

You are all Dick
Heads you went
down the wrong
drive way

Yes Inlet all
she could say
what the F@ck
are Hashers

We only followed your
arrows Inlet

